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Welcome to IndieCork 2016
We’re delighted to welcome you to the fourth edition of Ireland’s festival of
independent film and music.
Frankly we’re delighted with our programme.
We were inundated with entries from across
the world and also from Ireland and now
we’ve selected what seem to us to be the
most accomplished and imaginative of a
really rich harvest of films. It’s significant
that we have two directors back with their
second indie features. A continuity of
production is what makes a career and in
four short years we’re very happy to have
a growing cadre of IndieCork alumni. For
example Maurice O’Carroll who impressed
us hugely in 2013 with the three shorts of his
we screened is now back opening the festival
with his laugh-out-loud comedy Dead Along
The Way.
We must acknowledge the strong Cork
content this year. We’ve mentioned our
opening film, the comedy Dead Along The
Way, but there is also Seán Breathnach’s
horror film Beyond The Woods and
Rupert MacCarthy-Morrogh’s visually
amazing Storage. Allied to that are the two
programmes of locally produced shorts.
At a time when securing sponsorship for
arts events is a challenge we feel ourselves
blessed with the continued support of Rising
Son’s Brewery – championing Cork and
independence from the very beginning.

We also acknowledge the very welcome
support of Cork City Council who, through
the Arts Office, are showing support for
independent film making; also Screen
Training Ireland who are enabling our
Pitching Workshop to take place. This latter
presented by director David Keating focuses
on providing practical advice to those
wishing to advance their careers where
pitching skills are vital.
We thank our amazing team of voluntary
workers who work tirelessly to deliver
IndieCork, we gratefully acknowledge the
supportive role of our Member/shareholders
– IndieCork is a Co-operative. Thanks also
to the selection panels and programmers,
who work long and hard in viewing films
and selecting performers. And finally the
support of those who buy tickets to enjoy
independent cinema and music in all its
variety.
Jed Niegoda

Do check out our music programme from
the playful funk of Quangodelic to the
legendary Dr. Strangely Strange, joining us for
a rare gig in the Blacknight Festival Centre.

Some of the members of the IndieCork team.

Friends, enjoy, and spread the word!

We are delighted to see IndieCork light up the cultural life of Cork City
as they proceed into their fourth festival. Our brewery is always happy
to be associated with the artistic life of the city. As usual, we say that
independent cinema and music go particularly well with craft beer,
founded and run by independent businesses and the people behind
them. We all attempt to contribute something meaningful and positive
to Cork, whether its culture, art, music, film or adding to the social
fabric of the city. We welcome locals and visitors alike to the IndieCork
Festival, and hope to see you enjoy all that Cork has to offer.

The IndieCork Team 2016

This year, we’re thrilled that Blacknight
Solutions have come onboard to
imaginatively sponsor our Festival Centre.
This is located in the old Kino Cinema and
is where our talks, workshops, screenings
and music events take place. The Blacknight
Festival Centre is our hub, so come along
and enjoy all it has to offer.

A Welcome from Rising Sons Brewery

Clíona McCabe
Rising Sons Brewery
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Advertising Manager
Elsha da Souza
Website
Joe Winfield
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Box Office Information
All tickets to the festival can be bought online at
www.corkcinemas.com for The Gate
www.eventbrite.com (IndieCork) for Blacknight Festival Centre
or in person

The Gate Cinema

IndieCork Festival Desk at
The Gate Cinema

North Main Street, Cork City
+353 (0) 21 427 9595
www.corkcinemas.com

Weekends 11am – 9pm daily
Weekdays – 1pm to 9pm
Information line: 086 272 8848 (10am to 9pm)

Shows before 1pm – all shows €5.50
Up to 5pm - €6 / €5.50 Students / seniors
From 5pm - €9 / €8 Students / seniors

Email: boxoffice@indiecork.com

Festival Season Ticket – €70 / Members €60
valid for all except The Film Feast

Blacknight Festival Centre

The Guesthouse

Kino Cinema, Washington Street

10 Chapel Street, Shandon, Cork
www.theguesthouse.ie

All sales online at eventbrite.com or in person
at The Gate Festival Desk or at Kino Cinema

Tickets to Migratory Pathways and Ghostly Migrations: Meat
only available by pre-booking at boxoffice@indiecork.com

The Film Feast €18 from eventbrite.com or in person
Dr. Strangely Strange €12 from eventbrite.com or in person
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Opening Film – Dead Along The Way
Ireland / 2015 / 86 minutes
Director: Maurice O’Carroll, Producer: Maurice O’Carroll, Sinead O’ Riordan, D.O.P.: Mark O’Rourke,
Writer: Maurice O’Carroll, Editor: Maurice O’Carroll, Sound: Martin Benson & Ian MacIntyre,
Leading Players: Niall Murphy, Ciaran Bermingham, Tom Lawlor, Ben Condron

A pair down-on-their-luck videographers, Wacker and Tony are set to shoot a wedding, on the
assumption that their lives simply can’t get much worse. Wacker’s wife has chucked him out,
and on top of that, he has received a beating from some local gangsters, who they borrowed
money from for fertility treatment. His relationship with Tony has come under a huge strain,
after a drink-fuelled evening reveals an extra dimension to their friendship.

Sun 9th / 9.00pm
Gate

Wacker and Tony are caught in a cycle of cause and effect, and when local loan shark, Big Jim,
comes looking for his money, they find themselves bottom of the pecking order. It turns out
Big Jim’s sixteen year old daughter has fallen pregnant, and after a visit to the suspected father,
Jim also needs money to clean up his own mess. When the lads are setting up in the church,
Big Jim comes to collect, and after a brief scuffle, ends up dead. Wacker and Tony decide to
conceal their crime before the wedding guests arrive, but also have to contend with Big Jim’s
associates and the Gardai.

Dead Along the Way is a comedy of errors, with well drawn characters situated within a tight
plot. A laugh out loud comedy that keeps you guessing all along the way.
Source: info@burnticepictures.com

Director, Producer, Cast & Crew will attend the screening.

Closing Film – While We Live
Gambia, Sweden / 2016 / 91 minutes
Director: Dani Kouyaté, Producer: Maria Larsson Guerpillon, Julien Siri, Malin Soderlund, D.O.P.: Alex Linden,
Writer: Dani Kouyaté, Olivier Guerpillon, Editor: Philip Bergstrom, Sound: Carl Bromell, Marcus Hadriz,
Benny Persson, Jesper van Dongen Leading Players: Josette Bushell-Mingo, Adam Kanyama, Richard
Sseruwagi, Marika Lindstrom

Kandia, an African woman in her fifties who has lived in Sweden for 30 years, decides to
move back to Gambia. Her son Ibbe dreams of a career in hip-hop and is about to make a
breakthrough, goes with her. Their encounter with their homeland, however, doesn’t turn out
the way they imagined.
A warm, and vital drama comedy about a universal theme: identity.

Sun 16th / 9.00pm
Gate

Official selection, Melbourne Film Festival 2016
Source: info@dfm.se

MARY PAWLE WINES
IMPORTER & DISTRIBUTOR OF THE FINEST
RANGE OF ORGANIC WINES IN IRELAND

Technical Partner To

Gortamullen, Kenmare, County Kerry
Tel: 064 6641443 Mob: 087 2265967
info@marypawlewines.com
www.marypawlewines.com

Specialising in Organic &
Biodynamic Wines since 1997
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The Film Feast
Welcome to our 4th Film Feast!
This year we have reinvented the Feast a little…
Bia Sásta and IndieCork are delighted to present this very special
night of film, food and wine. We bring Cork’s film and food lovers
together to enjoy locally produced food and organic wine, this time
in the new Blacknight Film Centre at Kino Cinema.It is a wonderful
full circle to present The Film Feast at this venue.
To celebrate this and to coincide with our Italian film, we are
presenting the event with banquet tables in a new setting, to give
you that communal experience when it comes to enjoying both
food and film. ‘Mid-August Lunch’ embodies this famial enjoyment
and the importance of food over a typical Italian holiday period.
We welcome back the amazing delicious organic wines of
Mary Pawle Wines, a company almost twenty years in business.
The commitment and creative vision in bringing organic wines to
Ireland is special. Enjoy Mary’s wine, a tasty plate of food, and the
warm and comedic charm of Mid August Lunch!
www.biasasta.com
www.marypawlewines.com

Enjoy!
Elke O’Mahony, Bia Sásta

Mid-August Lunch / Pranzo di Ferragosto
Gianni Di Gregorio / Italian / 2008 / 75mins

This charmingly sunny and human Italian comedy, concerns Gianni, a middle-aged man living
in Rome, with his imposing and demanding elderly mother. His only escape from her and the
increasing debt they are sinking into, are his visits to the local tavern. As an Oriental saying
goes, ‘Moments of crisis are moments of opportunities’. These appear during the celebration
of the holiday of Ferragosto on 15 August. That’s when everybody leaves town to have fun.
However, Gianni’s landlord decides payback involves Gianni looking after his mother too on
this important Italian feast day. Then someone else shows up with their ageing aunt. They all
must be fed, and properly, Italian style.
‘A film of gentle wit with a wicked twinkle in it’s eye’ Sight & Sound
‘A gem, entirely irrestistIble’ The Hollywood Reporter

Thur 13th / 8.00pm
Blacknight Festival Centre
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Schedule
Sun 9th

Mon 10th

Tue 11th

Wed 12th

2.00pm

World Shorts 1

World Shorts 2

World Shorts 3

World Shorts 4

4.30pm

Shoebox Memories

The Host

Underfire: The Untold Story
Of PFc. Tony Vaccaro

In Between Silence

6.30pm

Tanna

Creative Cork 1

Creative Cork 2

Locus Of Control

9.00pm

Dead Along The Way

The Last Family

Strange Heaven

Another Country

Men’s Shorts

Women’s Programme

9.00pm

CineCeoil

Close Encounters

10.00pm

Ziggy Stardust and the
Spiders From Mars

Gate Cinema
12.00pm

12.00pm

Blacknight Festival Centre
12.00pm

1.00pm

4.00pm

5.00pm

7.00pm

8.00pm

Open each day from 12 - 12

2.00pm

11.00pm

Documentary Dr. Strangely Strange
Gig Dr. Strangely Strange

Dead Along The Way
afterparty

Crawford College of Art & Design
12.00pm

The Guesthouse
7.00pm
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Schedule
Thur 13th

Fri 14th

Sat 15th

Sun 16th

Irish Shorts 1

Yarn

Un Solo Colore

12.00pm

Irish Shorts 3

Buster, Charlie
and Pierre

12.00pm

Gate Cinema

World Shorts 5

IndieEye 1
sixpackfilm

Mattress Men

Faith & Fidelity

2.00pm

JFK The Badgmans
Conspiracy + Shit

Irish Shorts 2

Irish Shorts 4

World Shorts Highlights

4.30pm

Beyond The Woods

Storage

Lift

Whatever Happened
To Geitilin?

6.30pm

Richard Linklater
Dream Is Destiny

Twice Shy

South

Closing & Awards
While We Live

9.00pm

Blacknight Festival Centre
‘Greenlighting Cork’
an open discussion

‘A Nation Once Again?’

‘Urban October’

an illustrated talk

free screening

1.00pm

Blacknight
web workshop

PoetryFilm 2

Ronan Phelan
Pitching Competition

IndiePolitics 1 & 2

TANK
Darren Kirwan
Gunther Berkus & Little
Synths of Rage & Matthieu Roscio
Mick O’Shea & Solamh Kelly

12.00pm

Quangodelic +
Stuck On Repeat

2.00pm

Open each day from 12 - 12

The Film Feast

PoetryFilm 1

4.00pm

5.00pm

7.00pm

8.00pm

9.00pm

10.00pm

11.00pm

Crawford College of Art & Design
In Conversation with
Siegfried Fruhauf

12.00pm

The Guesthouse
Migratory Pathways and
Insistent Ghost: Meet

7.00pm

Irish Indie Features
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Beyond The Woods

Faith & Fidelity

Thur 13th / 6.30pm

Sun 16th / 2.00pm

Gate

Gate

Ireland / 2016 / 83 minutes

England / 2016 / 120 minutes

Director: Seán Breathnach, Producer: Sean Breathnach , D.O.P.: Paraic English, Writer: Sean Breathnach,

Director: Huck Melnick, Producer: Huck Melnick, Jeremy Herman, Writer: Jeremy Herman,

Editor: Sean Breathnach, Sound: Hugo Parvery, Leading Players: Ross MacMahon, Claire Loy, Ruth Hayes,

Leading Players: Maria Alche, Anna Neil, Jeremy Herman, Huck Melnick

Sean McGillicuddy, John Ryan Howard, Irene Kelleher, Mark Griffin, Alan Riordan, Paula Lynch

The action takes place in an idyllic house nestled in a secluded wooded area. A group of
friends gather for a long overdue reunion and on their arrival each of them recoils at the
overpowering stench that greets them. It turns out that a fiery sinkhole has appeared in
the mountains nearby. Despite this, the group are determined to make the weekend work.
Once inside, the smell dissipates, and old friendships are rekindled. When they get a phone
that tells them that roads in the area have been closed, tensions begin to run high. As the
weekend progresses people start to act strangely and out of character. It’s too late when they
realise that it’s not just a sinkhole that has opened near their isolated retreat, but something
altogether more horrific. Beyond the Woods is a clever and effective horror that pokes fun at
contemporary attitudes to life, while all the while leaving audiences in a state of foreboding
tension. The safety of numbers is no match for the uncanny.

A secular man, married outside his faith but living in an ultra-Orthodox area of London,
questions his marriage when he meets his best friend’s captivating new girlfriend. This is a
philosophical and spiritual enquiry into contemporary living in London. The film centres on the
introduction of a young girl to a settled group of friends. This causes chaos and, in turn, forces
all of the characters to re-evaluate the validity of their existing relationships. In this sense, it is
reminiscent of a Woody Allen film in its exquisite study of relationships.
A clumsy flirtation, or a poor choice of words invites a close-up, the effect is powerful and
invites the viewer to scratch below the surface of this intimate situation. As in life, this film asks
more questions than it provides answers to. The punk style process of making this film adds
nuanced layers of understanding and the performances are nothing less than powerful.
Source: huck.melnick@andbut.co.uk
Director, Hugh Melnick, will introduce the screening.

Source: seanb@egomotion.net

Director Seán Breathnach will introduce the screening.

In Between Silence:
Where We Really Exist

JFK The Badgeman Conspiracy

Thur 13th / 4.30pm
Wed 12th / 4.30pm

Gate

Gate
Ireland / 2016 / 68 minutes

Ireland / 2015 / 40 minutes

Director: Stano, Producer: Denise Dunphy

Directors: John Sheridan & Paul Valentine, Producers: Paul Valentine, Lucina Russell, Darren Mahon,
D.O.P.: Burschi Vojnar, Writer: John Sheridan, Editor: Peter Kelly, Composer: Declan Lonergan,

In Between Silence, where we really exist is a series of sound pieces, featuring storytelling
from some of Ireland’s finest writers, including Anne Enright and Roddy Doyle, underscored
by music specially commissioned from groundbreaking composer, producer and visual artist,
Stano.
Featuring stories that range across time and space, from the Australian outback to Sri Lanka,
and across a vast array of emotions, In Between Silence is a journey in sound, blending
cutting-edge soundscapes with deeply personal tales.

Leading Players: Nick Dunning, Clelia Murphy, Paul Ronan, Tommy O’Neill, Mark Tankersley, Sue Walsh

The Grassy Knoll ‘Badgeman’ assassin meets with a United States Intelligence Agency courier
at a prearranged secret location every 4 years, whereupon he takes delivery of payment for
his continued silence. He has been blackmailing his former shadowy employers with classified
documents in his possession, exposing the truth behind the assassination of President John F.
Kennedy. In dread of the assassin going public with his incriminating evidence, the agency has,
until now, complied with his extortion demands. The agency courier has but one question for
the infamous ‘Badgeman’ before the payload handover: is the package still safe?

Source: denisedunphy@gmail.com
Source: info@dreamislandfilms.com

The filmmakers will introduce the screening.
Director John Sheridan will introduce the screening.”

Irish Indie Features
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Lift
Ireland / 2016 / 75 minutes
Director: Conor Armstrong Sanfey, Producers: Conor Armstrong Sanfey, Kealan Ryan
D.O.P.: Aidan Gault, Writer: Kealan Ryan, Editor: Conor Armstrong Sanfey, Composer: Scott Tobin,
Leading Players: Fiach Kunz, Gerard McSorley, Stephen Gorman, Hannah Crowley, Kealan Ryan

Sat 15th / 6.30pm
Gate

This is an insightful and clever debut feature , exploring the grey areas of human interaction.
Sean’s vicious and seemingly random attack on a security guard leaves the man unconscious.
Fleeing the scene, Sean jumps into a passing lift. Sean now finds himself stranded in an
elevator with five others. Sean’s every panicked action repels, rather than endears him to those
trapped inside the lift. Nonetheless, from within the confines of the lift, love has a chance of
blossoming, personalities clash and violence could erupt in a given moment. Sean seems
fated to be caught, unless the people who fear him most can offer him one last chance of
redemption. This film offers audiences an insight into the complexities of the human condition
and the circumstances in which relationships grow and falter. This is a clever comedy drama,
whereby the filmmaker places ordinary people in an extraordinary situation and rejoices in
pushing the boundaries of what makes these characters tick. What starts off as a simple moral
tale challenges the assumption of first impressions, forcing viewers to rethink when the bigger
picture is revealed.
Source: liftfeaturefilm@gmail.com

Director, Conor Armstrong will introduce the screening.

Locus Of Control
Ireland / 2015 / 86 minutes
Director: Sean Clancy, Producer: Sean Clancy, D.O.P.s: Anthony Barry, Sean Clancy
Writer: Sean Clancy, Editor: Sean Clancy, Composer: Callum Condron,
Leading Players: John Morton, Seamus O’Rourke, Ciaran McCauley, Gus McDonagh, Peter McGann

Wed 12th / 6.30pm
Gate

A clever and insightful dark comedy that centres on a struggling stand-up comedian. This is
a Kafkaesque tale of insecurity where Andrew is stuck repeating the same pattern of mistakes
over and over. In an attempt to rescue his floundering comedy career, Andrew accepts a
teaching role helping the unemployed re-enter the work force. Quickly, Andrew becomes
accustomed to the droll institution and its occupants, and begins to accept the possibility that
external forces may be governing the direction his life is taking. Growing increasingly more
anxious, Andrew has a hunch that one of his students may be contributing to his downfall.
With his lesson plans falling on deaf ears, Andrew can see his life slowly slide out of view.
With more bizarre unfoldings to come, Andrew becomes part of a larger cosmic joke.
This is a bright and intriguing debut feature, from an exciting filmmaker who seamlessly blends
a nightmare landscape with contemporary issues. Brooding dreams are dashed to make way
for tomorrow.
Source: Clancy.sean.a@gmail.com

Director, Sean Clancy will introduce the screening.

Shoebox Memories
Ireland / 2015 / 75 minutes
Director: Jason Branagan, Producer: Laurance Meade, D.O.P.: Noel Greene, John Philips,
Writer: Jason Branagan, Editor: Jason Branagan, Grace Cotter, Composer: Ken Baker,
Leading Players: Colm Gavin, Jemma Niclochlainn, Danny Mahony, Brendan Sheehan, Aisling Madden

Shoebox Memories is a love story inspired by music. The film follows a jaded musician, Chris
(Colm Gavin), as he has his heart broken, meets Emma Jane (Jemma NicLochlainn), embarks
on a no-strings-attached relationship and struggles to not fall in love. As he experiences the
highs and lows of his new found relationship, Chris deals with his feelings and frustrations the
only way he knows how… by playing music.

Sun 9th / 4.30pm
Gate

This low-budget production punches way above it’s weight, keeping audiences hooked with
the precarious nature of the no-strings-attached relationship. The use of “Irish lads humour”
draws viewers into a well-crafted world. The episodic structure is poignantly punctuated with
some wonderful music.
Source: jaybranagan@gmail.com

Director, Jason Branagan will introduce the screening.
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South
Ireland / 2016 / 78 minutes
Director: Gerard Walsh, Producer: Matthew Toman, D.O.P.: Kevin Treacy,
Writer: Gerard Walsh, Editors: Kamal Ibrahim, Gerard Walsh, Composer: Sean Riddick,
Leading Players: Darragh O’Toole, Emily Lamey, Joe Rooney, Andie McCaffrey Byrne

Sat 15th / 9.00pm
Gate

Tom is a young, struggling musician crippled with stage fright, who on a regular basis takes to
a stool under the spotlight at a local talent night, only to let his nerves get the better of him.
He is sitting on a poetic verse and a melodic sound, which he has inherited from his father, but
needs to find the key to unlock his fear. When his father passes, Tom decides to go in search
of his estranged mother who abandoned them both. This requires getting to Dublin, and
the naïve young Tom finds himself trusting the wrong people. This is a coming of age story,
where the trip to Dublin is as much about finding himself as his own voice. One morning, Tom
wakes up in a garden, where he meets Jess. Will the meeting blossom into love, will he find
his mother and more importantly will he overcome his fear and find himself? This is a hugely
enjoyable film that will melt the heart of the most cynical viewer, forcing a self-reflection on
self-belief and where it comes from. The film is accompanied by a wonderful score, you will
not be disappointed, and maybe will dare to dream again.
Source: Gerryoowalsh@gmail.com

Director, Gerard Walsh will introduce the screening.

Storage
Ireland / 2016 / 63 minutes
Director: Rupert MacCarthy-Morrogh, Producer: Fergus Long, D.O.P.: Ian D. Murphy,
Writers: Rupert MacCarthy-Morrogh, James Browne, Editor: Cliona Nolan, Composer: Darren Sheehan,
Leading Players: James Browne

Storage is a dark fairytale, where the monsters that must be faced are man’s own inner
demons. The film explores the nature of regret by following the struggle of one man to
resolve a lifetime of poor decisions, their impacts on his life and the lives of the people he has
loved. John is forced to journey through his internal world to reconcile his past and face the
consequences of his actions in an attempt to obtain a final peace.
This is a visually exquisite film with a powerful central performance. Audiences are brought on
a journey and find themselves personally invested.

Fri 14th / 6.30pm
Gate

Source: rupertmac@gmail.com

Director, Rupert MacCarthy-Morrogh will introduce the screening.

Twice Shy
Ireland / 2016 / 77 minutes
Director: Tom Ryan, Producer:Fionn Greger, D.O.P.:Kevin Minogue,
Writer: Tom Ryan, Editor: Matthew Supersad, Sound: Andy Flaherty, Simon Murphy,
Leading Players: Shane Murray Corcoran, Iseult Casey, Ardal O’ Hanlon, Pat Shortt

Fri 14th / 9.00pm
Gate

Twice Shy is a modern coming-of-age drama that centres around a young couple who set off
on a road trip from Ireland to London as the result of an unplanned pregnancy. While on the
road, they reflect on their relationship and find themselves facing life-altering decisions that
will change the rest of their lives. Will these choices bring them closer together or ultimately
drive them apart?
This is a story about finding your place in the world, and the tests that love presents. The film
examines contemporary issues in a non-judgemental fashion. With a supporting cast that
includes Irish stalwarts Ardal O’ Hanlon and Pat Shortt and a soundtrack featuring Gavin James,
Ash, The Corrs and The Republic of Loose.
“You’ll love it. I am telling you”. (Donald Clarke, The Irish Times)
Source: twiceshymovie@gmail.com

Director, Tom Ryan will introduce the screening.

World Features

The Last Family
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Shit

Mon 10th / 9.00pm

Thur 13th / 4.30pm

Gate

Gate

Jan P. Matuszyński / Poland / 2016 / 123 minutes

Zeng Yong / China / 2016 / 43 mins

Director: Jan P. Matuszyński, Producer: Leszek Bodzak, Aneta Hickinbotham, D.O.P.: Kacper Fertacz,
Writer: Robert Bolesto, Editor: Przemyslaw Chruscielewski, Sound: Jaroslaw Bajdowski, Kacper Habisiak,
Marcin Kasinski, Filip Krzemien, Leading Players: Andrzej Seweryn, Dawid Ogrodnik

Based on the bizarre true story of the relationship between the cult Polish painter Zdzislaw
Beksiń ski and his son Tomasz, who was a highly praised music journalist and translator.
Tomasz is famed for translating Monty Python into Polish, which is no mean feat. Zdzislaw
tapes everything with his beloved camcorder, documenting family sagas through dystopian
art works. He wants only the best for his loving wife Zofia and their neurotic son. His daily toil
consists of listening to classical music and painting, while his good Catholic wife tries to hold
the family together. Zdzislaw Beksiń ski never believed that family life would be all sunshine
and rainbows, but he is an intriguing and wonderfully self-indulgent individual. Regardless, the
film handles these issues with flair and a magnificent dark humour, daring you not to laugh out
loud at taboo subjects in today’s politically correct world.

As suggested by its in-your-face title, this is a high-energy story told with black humour
showing that talent is not necessarily expressed through high art but is persistent in the
bottom of the artist’s sensibility.

Shit deals with maverick artists struggling through life’s distress but craving the arts, searching
for love and dreaming of a better life. Two desperate characters experiencing life as farce, their
bitter joy revealing contradictions - cruel reality versus passionate humanity.
This delirious film is infused with references to literature and to painting and to music and of
course to movies, showing the contrast between the art of living with the reality of life.
Brash colour and a distinctive visual signature signal director David Yong as one of the exciting
talents of the emerging Chinese indie scene.

Note: This film screens in the same programme as
‘JFK The Badgeman’s Conspiracy’ (Pg 10)

Source: info@neweuropefilmsales.com

Strange Heaven

Tanna

Tue 11th / 9.00pm

Sun 6th / 6.30pm

Gate

Gate

Poland / 2015 / 107 mins

Bentley Dean, Martin Butler / Australia / 2015 / 104 minutes

Producer: Dariusz Gajewski Kuba Kosma D.O.P.: Monika Lenczewska Writer: Dariusz Gajewski,

Director: Bentley Dean, Martin Butler, Producer: Martin Butler D.O.P.: Bentley Dean, Writer: Martin Butler,

Michal Godzic, Editor: Dariusz Gajewski Composer: Marcin masecki, Candelaria Saenz, Valiente

John Collee, Bentley Dean, Editor: Tania Nehme, Composer: Antony Partos,

Leading Players: Agnieszka Grochowska, Bartlomiej Topa, Barbara Kubiak

Leading Players: Mungau Dain, Marie Wawa

Basia, Marek and their daughter Ula are a family of Polish immigrants living in an apartment
block in Sweden. One innocent lie triggers suspicions and leads to their daughter being placed
with a foster family by social services. The parents are forced to undertake a dramatic fight to
get their child back.

The first film ever shot in the South Pacific Island of Vanuatu tells an engaging, sentimental tale
of forbidden love. This heartfelt story, enacted by the Yakel tribe, depicts the loyalty of sisters,
a secret love and the tension between old and new ways of life. This universally accessible
narrative draws an intimate picture of tribal life, offering audiences an insight into an
unfamiliar world.

Strange Heaven is an emotional and engaging film about a family’s story of heaven turning
into hell. A daughter’s love for her mother is put to the test, and Basia and Marek face the
nightmare of challenging legal and moral grounds, while trying to reclaim their humanity.
This film is a rollercoaster of emotion, with the audience fighting every step of this tense family
battle with the characters.
Source: justyna.koronkiewicz@mediamove.pl

Visually beautiful and with an endearing plot, this heartfelt drama allows audiences to explore
an unfamiliar world, through familiar themes. Performed with conviction by actors who had
never seen a camera before, this film is a stirring tribute to the power of love and will likely
prompt viewers to cry tears of sadness and joy at various points.
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Blacknight Festival Centre
Welcome to the Blacknight Festival Centre, our

We invite you all to come to the BFC and talk film

festival hub!

and music, listen to interviews, watch films, catch
performances and generally network over the

Every good festival provides opportunities to be

course of the festival.

inspired by creative talent. At IndieCork, we try to
do this by presenting creative new talent on screen

The rich timetable on offer includes talks,

and on stage. Yet, having one space for everyone to

seminars, workshops and of course, screenings.

meet, mingle, network, watch and learn together is

Blacknight is also the home of our music

a vital new component of IndieCork 2016.

and performance element. Don’t miss these
performances, they are special, unique and not to

Blacknight Solutions have provided us with just

be missed!

this opportunity for the 2016 festival. We are
hugely grateful, it is a bold and imaginative step to
create this space, the Blacknight Festival Centre.

Saturday October 8th
All day Workshop “Life’s A Pitch and then
you cry” with David Keating, filmmaker in
partnership with Screen Training Ireland.
Applications in advance please to
info@indiecork.com
Sunday October 9th
Open 12 – 11pm
4pm – FILM Screening of documentary
‘Strangely Strange But Oddly Normal’
+ 4.30pm GIG Dr. Strangely Strange (€12)
11pm – DATW afterparty (film ticketholders)
Monday October 10th
Open 12pm – 11pm
5pm – Encounters: onstage interview
Tuesday October 11h
Open 12pm – 11pm
1pm – Encounters: onstage interview
7pm – FILM Men’s Shorts (€6) (pg 28)
9pm – ’Cine Ceoil’ with Ronan Leonard (€3)
10pm – FILM Ziggy Stardust And The Spiders
From Mars & 1983 / D.A. Pennebaker (€3)
Wednesday October 12th
Open 11 – 11pm
7pm – FILM Women’s Programme (€6) (Pg 28)
9pm – FILM Close Encounters (€6) (Pg 26)

Thursday October 13th
1pm – TALK - A Nation Once Again? (Free) (pg 29)
Mick Hannigan on the filmic legacy of 1916
8pm – The Film Feast – ‘Mid-August Lunch’
Food, wine, film! (€18) (pg 7)
Friday October 14th
Open 11 – 11pm
1 – 2pm – Urban October Programmers Picks (Free) (pg 29)
5pm – Encounters: onstage interview
8pm – PERFORMANCE - TANK (€6)
Darren Kirwan | signal:noise
Gunter Berkus & Alison ‘Little’ Forbes | Kitchen
Sink Concerto
Synths of Rage & Matthieu Roscio
Mick O’Shea & Solamh Kelly | ‘The Moon Is
Looking For Dead Things’
11pm – Twice Shy afterparty (film ticketholders)
Saturday October 15th
Open 11am – midnight
12pm – Greenlighting Cork (Free) (Pg 29)
A discussion about how Cork can move forward
and develop our film culture.
2pm – Web workshop: Blacknight Solutions Building your reputation online, a Practical Guide
- ideal for filmmakers, musicians or anyone who
wants to get their website up and running at low
budget! (Free) (Pg 31)

5pm – The Ronan Phelan Pitching Award
- Finalists pitch their film and script ideas to a
professional panel who choose a winner.
The winning project becomes the Irish entry to
the Euroconnection a European co-production
pitching forum in France in Feb 2017 (€6) (Pg 31)
9pm – GIG Quangodelic & support from Stuck
On Repeat (€6)
Sunday October 16th
Open 11am - midnight
12pm – FILM PoetryFilm competition 1
with O’Bhéal (€5.50/€5) (Pg 27)
2pm – FILM PoetryFilm competition 2
with O’Bhéal (€5.50/€5) (Pg 27)
4pm – FILM IndiePolitics (€6) (Pg 30)
Programme 1 Borderland, Jus Soli
Programme 2 Ave Maria, Three Minute Warning
and Destination Gaza
Filmmaker discussions
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Blacknight Festival Centre
Sun 9th / 4.00pm
Dr Strangely Strange
onstage 5pm
Dr Strangely Strange have not performed in Cork City
for over 40 years. They come to us fresh and vital after
recent outstanding gigs at the Electric Picnic, Kenmare and
Casteltownbere, and perform with close to their original lineup. This is a rare chance to enjoy a group who were amongst
the founders of the Irish ‘indie folk’ scene, and still playing at
the top of their game.
The legendary experimental Irish folk group Dr. Strangely
Strange, formed in Dublin in 1967 by Tim Booth, Ivan Pawle,
multi-instrumentalist Tim Goulding and Caroline Greville.
Part of a wave of contemporary musicians who combined
alternative folk music, rock and psychedelic experimentation,
the Strangelies recorded two classic albums that brilliantly
encapsulated the creative flavours of the period; ‘Kipof the
Serenes’(1969) and ‘Heavy Petting’(1970). In their early days
the group lived together in a Dublin commune known as
‘The Orphanage’, through which many aspiring musicians
passed, including the young Phil Lynott and Gary Moore.
The performance is preceded by “Strangely Strange but
Oddly Normal”, the excellent 30min documentary film
about the band made by Conor Heffernan in 2007. (4pm)

Tue 11th / 9.00pm
‘Don’t be cynical, be CineCeoil’
Music Videos / Ronan Leonard
With the core idea of presenting the art & work of musicians and filmmakers away from small
screens and instead going loud and big - we’ll have the absolute premieres of some music
videos and the rest of programme will ‘In Real Life’ premieres - featuring the latest video from
Cork’s own Talos directed by Brendan Canty of Feel Good Lost; a yet to be seen anywhere
film in Fractured’s acclaimed series, this time featuring Yurt; and the latest video by Clare Sands
who will be releasing her debut album the weekend before this screening.

Ziggy Stardust And The Spiders From Mars
D.A. Pennebaker / UK / 1973 / 90 mins
This now classic portrait of live music performance was filmed in 1973, and documents
David Bowies final show using his highly theatrical ‘Ziggy Stardust’ persona. The performance
took place in London at the peak of Bowie’s popularity, and his decision to confound the
expectations of the pop industry and his fans became a pattern throughout his career. As the
film was shot on one night, the various technical blips of a live performance were left in the
mix, which captures the energy of a tight rock band that has been on the road for a year and
the near hysteria of the audience.
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Blacknight Festival Centre
Fri 14th / 8.00pm
TANK
Darren Kirwan makes audio/visual, electronic and computer
art. His practice is concerned with exploring both the
creative potentials and the sociological and psychological
impacts of new technologies. signal:noise is an audio/visual
representation and exploration of the unwanted “signals” in
electronic media and communications.
Günther Berkus with Alison “Little” Forbes perform
“A Kitchen Sink Concerto - Music for Kitchen Hardware and
Waterphones”. Kitchen hardware used to create percussion
sounds, recorded in a kitchen sink, played back by an
ensemble of computer algorithms, featuring Little Forbes and
Günther Berkus improvising along on Waterphones an a MIDI
controller.
Synths of Rage is a collaboration between musicians
Arty Pawsie and Darren Keane and visual artist Matthieu
Roscio. The piece will involve an improvised, all synthesiser
soundtrack being played in response to the actions of
players of a number of retro videogames. The soundtrack
will attempt to emulate the nostalgic sounds of an earlier era
of videogaming. The name itself is a reference to the Sega
Megadrive classic ‘Streets Of Rage’. There may be an element
of audience participation in this performance.’
Mick O’Shea (sound art) and Solamh Kelly (percussion) will
play live to “The Moon Is Looking For Dead Things” which is
an exclusive presentation of a sequence from Maximilian Le
Cain’s section of the work-in-progress collaborative feature
film Homo Sapiens Project 200. Morbid and decadent, this
dying movie just about manages to reach out towards one
final sexual fantasy before the moon flies out of the sky.
Starring Dean Kavanagh and Salomé’s fevered ghost. Live
sound for film performance.

Sat 15th / 9.00pm
Quangodelic plus support Stuck on Repeat
Quangodelic are a large collective of like minded P Funk obsessed musicians and singers.
They have been packing venues and festivals for nearly 3 years with a mix of classic
underground Funk and originals building a large following from word of mouth alone. The
music is designed for the dancefloor so bring sensible footware.

Stuck On Repeat is described as the bridge between band and DJ; a one man rave
incorporating beatboxing, guitar, synth and bass. Multi-instrumentalist
John Ryans’ original aim was to create the sound of a full live band without the use of
samples, backing tracks, or other humans. It is the sound of real instruments, played live and
looped, melding genres and rhymes, and the odd non-sense lyric for good measure.

Documentaries
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Another Country
Molly Reynolds / Australia / 2015 / 75 mins

Wed 12th / 9.00pm
Gate

The great Australian Aboriginal actor David Gulpilil stars, narrates and co-writes this fascinating
new documentary that explores his home community of Ramingining, Northern Territory.
The film brings together a number of opposites in terms of the familiar and the exotic, and
the past and the present. By doing so, the film vividly illustrates the difference between the
contemporary lifestyles of the non-indigenous and indigenous Australians. This, in essence,
is an audio essay combined with observational evidence that lays bare the reality of living
in Ramingining. Gulpilil’s presence remains largely off-screen, but we engage with the
environment through his eyes, his narration is, at times, humorous, philosophical and poignant,
but always insightful. As the man himself says, by way of introduction, he has been in a few
movies and even hung out with Jimi Hendrix and Bob Marley. “Not bad, ay, for a black fell,”
I been to prison too. More than once.”
This statement articulates the complex relationship between the two opposing cultures and,
from here, the film moves away from the celebrity local, broadening out its focus to capture
the living conditions of the people and their environment. Gulpliil’s observations are explained
in a simple manner, but create a fascinating dichotomy. Issues like rubbish and money
concepts we take for granted in western culture take on new complications and perspectives.
White people simply see garbage, the Ramininging locals see nothing, as Gulpili notes, “We
don’t see rubbish, we don’t understand it, everything comes from the bush, everything goes
back to the bush. In a culture where sharing is a currency in itself, money creates further
problems. The tale of Another Country concentrates on what happens when a people’s way of
life is interrupted by another.
Source: info@visitfilms.com

The Host
Miranda Pennell / England / 2015 / 60 mins

A filmmaker turns forensic detective as she pieces together hundreds of photographs in
search of what she believes to be a buried history, only to find herself inside the story she
is researching. The Host investigates the activities of British Petroleum (BP) in Iran; a tale of
power, imperial hubris and catastrophe. While the tectonic plates of geopolitical conspiracy
shift in the background, the film asks us to look, and look again, at images produced by the
oil company and personal photos taken by its British staff in Iran – including the filmmaker’s
parents– not for what they show, but for what they betray. The Host is about the stories we
tell about ourselves and others, the facts and fictions we live by – and their consequences.
Source: contact@mirandapennell.com

Mon 10th / 4.30pm

Director Miranda Pennell will introduce the screening.

Gate

Mattress Men
Colm Quin / Ireland / 2016 / 81 mins

Meet the men behind the mattress in this charming documentary by Colm Quinn. In an
attempt to save his struggling mattress business, sixty-something Michael Flynn reinvents
himself as the eccentric online personality ‘Mattress Mick’ under the guidance of his good
friend Paul Kelly. While Paul is burdened with debts and living with his family in inner city
Dublin, he yearns to get a full time contract working with Mick. Using all his marketing savvy
and entrepreneurial skills, Paul embarks on a mission to make Mattress Mick a viral sensation.
As the business grows, friendship starts to implode. Will Paul be successful in his endeavours?
And will Mick finally overcome the challenges in their friendship and recognise the hard work
and good intentions of his long-time friend? MATTRESS MEN is a bittersweet and moving tale
of friendship and the struggles of two men that is sure to delight audiences everywhere.

Sat 15th / 2.00pm
Gate

Having struck a chord at international festivals that include Hot Docs in Toronto and the
Sheffield Documentary Festival, this must-see film charts Mick and Paul’s extraordinary
adventure.
Source: info@elementpictures.ie

Director, Colm Quinn, will introduce the screening.
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Documentaries

Richard Linklater – Dream Is Destiny
Louis Black Karen Bernstein / USA / 2016 / 86 mins

Thur 13th / 9.00pm
Gate

This film highlights one of the most innovative American directors, revealing the path traveled
by the auteur from his small-town Texas roots to his warm reception on the awards circuit.
Long before he directed Boyhood, Richard Linklater’s intense desire to create fueled his work
outside the Hollywood system. Rather than leave Texas, he chose to collaborate with likeminded artists crafting modest, low-budget films in a DIY style. His ability to showcase realistic
characters and tell honest stories was evident from his films, and others soon took notice of
his raw talent. Directors Louis Black and Karen Bernstein weave illuminating discussions with
Linklater amongst testimonies from faithful actors, longtime crew members, and industry
professionals who weigh in on his upward trajectory from Slacker to the Sunrise trilogy.
Throughout his career, Linklater has worked with a core group of artists, raising the profile of
both actors and the burgeoning independent film scene in Austin. This thoughtful examination
of a groundbreaking filmmaker serves as a celebration of a rare talent.
This is an unconventional look at a fiercely independent style of filmmaking from Austin, Texas
that emerged in the late 1980s and 1990s, outside the production power bases of Hollywood
and New York City. The filmmakers convincingly blend rare archive footage, journals,
interviews along with the subject himself, on and off the set with clips from Slacker, Dazed and
Confused, Boyhood and more. Other interviews include the actors and collaborators
-- Matthew McConaughey, Patricia Arquette, Ethan Hawke, Jack Black, Julie Delpy,
and Kevin Smith.

Underfire: The Untold Story Of Pfc. Tony Vaccaro
Max Lewkowicz / USA / 2016 / 73 mins

Underfire is the remarkable story of WWII infantryman and photographer Tony Vaccaro, who
created one of the most comprehensive, haunting and intimate photographic records of the
war using a smuggled $47 camera while developing the negatives in his helmet at night. The
film discusses the timeless ethical issues surrounding war photography and how images shape
public perceptions of conflict featuring contributions from Pulitzer Prize-winning NY Times
photographer Tyler Hicks, Anne Tucker, curator of the Fine Art Museum of Houston, James
Estrin, of the Times, and John Morris, former photo editor of Life Magazine and Robert Capa.
Source: contact@cargofilm-releasing.com

Tue 11th / 4.30pm
Gate

Un Solo Colore
Joerg Burger / Italy, Austria / 2016 / 80 mins

What does ´refuge´ mean: bare rescue from persecution and drowning in the Mediterranean
Sea?
Does it mean proper accommodation, registration and assessment of requests for asylum?
Giusi and Rosario have set up a “Place of Arrival” in the Calabrian hinterlands that goes beyond
the obligatory minimum. Instead of living in a centralized camp, 76 asylum seekers are
currently being accommodated in several apartments standing empty in the village of Camini.
Rather than pass their time in waiting, recently arrived refugees can work within the local
framework of the agricultural industry.
Source: office@sixpackfilm.com

Sun 16th / 12.00pm
Gate

Documentaries

Whatever Happened to Getilin?
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Yarn

Sun 16th / 6.30pm

Sat 12th / 12.00pm

Gate

Gate

Angela Christlieb / Austria / 2016 / 82 mins

Una Lorenzen / Iceland / 80 mins / 2016

Artist Liam Gillick hasn´t seen them. Director John Waters has no idea where they are.
Filmmaker Tony Conrad has his theories, but he´s not saying. But whoever you ask, the fact
remains, the four members of the Austrian artist group, Gelitin (Wolfgang Gantner, Ali Janka,
Florian Reither, and Tobias Urban) have disappeared! So Salvatore Viviano, artist, art dealer, and
occasional collaborator in Gelitin performances, sets off on a cinematic search for the funniest
boy group in the world. With an imposing microphone in hand, he questions artists, gallerists
and curators about the group´s possible whereabouts.

The traditional crafts of crochet and knitting have become one of the hottest movements in
modern art.
Meet the artists who are redefining the tradition of knit and crochet, bringing yarn out of the
house and into the world. Reinventing our relationship with this colourful tradition, YARN
weaves together wool graffiti artists, circus performers, and structural designers into a visuallystriking look at the women who are making a creative stance while building one of modern
art’s hottest trends.

This is a celebration of a multimedia practice oozing in humour, spontaneity, child-like naiveté
and blatant sexuality. From performances and documentations of happenings to the iconic
series such as Mona Lisa and Falling Sculptures, the show will once again invite the visitors to
participate in this journey in order to enjoy art from a whole new perspective. This film pokes
fun at how art is consumed in a conservative manner, forcing the viewer to engage in a new
and exciting fashion.

Starting in Iceland, this quirky and thought-provoking film takes us on a colourful and global
journey as we discover the possibilities of extreme yarn!
Source: heather@spierfilms.com

Source: office@sixpackfilm.com

vegetarian restaurant | wholefood shops | health foods
organic produce | in-house bakery | scrumptious salads
splendiferous daily specials | art exhibitions
delightful desserts | special diets | rooms for hire...

For further information see
www.corkcitycentre.ie
Urban October is an initiative of Ecowell,
CORE and Cork City Council

24 SULLIVANS QUAY, CORK
Also at: Main Street, Ballincollig & Main Street, Carrigaline, Co. Cork
021 4317026 info@quaycoop.com www.quaycoop.com
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Shorts

Irish Shorts

Age Old

Programme 1

Fri 14th / 12.00pm
Gate / 91 minutes

An Illustrated Guide To Lighthouse Spotting

Programme 2

Fri 14th / 4.30pm
Gate / 93 minutes

Bearing All

The Proceeds Of Crime

Garret Daly / Ireland / 2016 / 10 mins

David Quin / Ireland / 2016 / 3 mins

Friends come in all shapes and sizes, but Jason’s friend is a little overbearing. Ever present, always happy
and selfie obsessed.

As Ireland faces a vicious 2016 feud between two criminal gangs, the Hutchs and the Kinahans, this film is
one animator’s dark and comic response to the ongoing violence.

Source: info@mixedbagmedia.com

Source: dtquin@eircom.com

The Man With Dyed Hair

Big Bird

Calvin Doyle / Ireland / 2016 / 4 mins

Jan Boon / Ireland / 2016 / 10 mins

A complete stranger begins to open up about his troubled past, over a few drinks. This film is based on
actual footage that was captured in a pub in Portarlington Co. Laois, during the summer of 2015. No one
knew the man involved, or ever saw him again.

An Irish-Belgian punk-rock rom-com that isn’t afraid to put the boot in.

Source: calvinaidandoyle@gmail.com

My Bonnie

Source: derekoconnor72@gmail.com

Hannah Quinn / Ireland / 2015 / 13 mins

Hunter’s Fall

Two people at sea, trapped between a rock and a hard place, must face the distance between them.

Peter McCarthy / Ireland / 2015 / 14 mins

Source: hanquinn@gmail.com

Sam is invited into the mountains by Emma, a childhood friend. Arriving at the camp, he meets her new
friends and is immediately subjected to taunting and bullying. Sam soon realizes that Kyle, Emma’s new
boyfriend, has it in for him and when the gang find out that he and Emma were previously dating the
situation turns nasty.

Proposal
Abraham Tarrush / Ireland / 2016 / 6 mins

As the party dies down, Robyn pulls Dave aside to pitch her latest proposal to him.

Source: peter@gooddogfilms.com

Source: abetarrush@gmail.com

Foxglove

No Mean City

Brian Deane / Ireland / 2015 / 11 mins

Anne Maree Barry / Ireland / 2015 / 15 mins

In the wilds of Connemara, an engineer and his daughter are targeted by an ancient and angry force from
within the earth itself.

A dystopian vision of architecture and loss set in Toronto, Canada. The Guild Inn in Scarborough, Toronto
is the backdrop to reflection and commentary on the evolution of a city. From stories of The Guild, Sam
Sniderman and the native Chief Oronhyatekha – this experimental documentary creates a balance between
architecture, knowledge and emotion.

Source: brian@twfilms.ie

Age-Old

Source: info@annemareebarry.com

David O’Brien / Ireland / 2016 / 9 mins

A plants grows until it withers and dies just as we experience a life of growth until our inevitable decline.
This documentary explores the joys and hardships of ageing. With graceful virtue or painful resignation this
is a journey we all must undertake.
Source: davidobrien171@gmail.com

Closed Wounds
Lanka Haouche Perren / Ireland / 2014 / 11 mins

A poetic study of abandonment and neglect. The personal approach of the film challenges canonical
perceptions by representing children in a mental institution in Belarus.
Source: lankaperren@aol.com

Don’t Run
Alan Dunne / Ireland / 2016 / 6 mins

Mother’s Milk And Cookies

A man is contacted by someone claiming to be him.

Conan McIvor / Ireland / 2016 / 7 mins

Print Source: alan46w@yahoo.co.uk

A middle-aged gay couple struggle with coming out.
Source: michaeljdaly@hotmail.com

Driving To Thule
Tommy Flavin / Ireland / 2015 / 7 mins

An Illustrated Guide To Lighthouse Spotting

Driving To Thule follows a night in the life of a Faroese teenager as he drives around the islands, trying to
stave off boredom. Along the way, he ponders his life, the boredom of growing up on the Faroe Islands, his
desire to leave and the pull to stay there with his family and friends.

Mike Hannon / Ireland / 2016 / 28 mins

Source: tommyflavin@hotmail.com

Ted: A Portrait Of A Killer
Samual Sean O’Keeffe / Ireland / 2016 / 30 mins

Fuelled by his home movies and lust for innocence, Ted happens across his dream kill as Sister Mary Eunis
calls to his home. As the story unfolds we learn more about Sister Mary Eunis’s past and about Ted’s views
on her past. The gruelling story places us in the middle of an uncomfortable situation, as Ted constantly
confront the nun, leaving us wondering what will happen next.
Source: samseanokeeffe@gmail.com

Framing the activities of a group of lighthouse spotters against the uncertain future faced by Irish
lighthouses, An Illustrated Guide To Lighthouse Spotting idles with common documentary conventions in a
kind of epistemological dilettantism, whereby the diseased triumvirate of rhetorical development, drama and
realism is inoculated by mild incoherence, mundanity and idiosyncratic fancy.
Source: mikeisnice@gmail.com

Shorts
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Irish Shorts

Breathe

Programme 3

Sat 15th / 12.00pm
Gate / 92 minutes

Gone Viral
Charlo Johnson / Ireland / 2016 / 8 mins

Eddie Whelan and Senan Byrne (aka The Fupin Eejits) are both full-time mental health nurses. These
colleagues share a unique pastime by entertaining millions of people with comedic six-second videos that
they record and share on the Internet platform Vine.
Source: iamcharlojohnson@gmail.com

Here Lies Mrs. Higgins

Programme 4

Sat 15th / 4.30pm
Gate / 98 minutes

Here Lies Mrs. Higgins
Daniel Holmwood / Ireland / 2015 / 15 mins

In the rural town of Ballyfeely, brothers Tony & Brendan are left desolate by the sudden and tragic loss of
their dear mother.
Source: danielh@reprimandproductions.com

Bob Crowley – Stage Director
Michael Lavelle / Ireland / 2016 / 3 mins

Breathe

A brief profile of Cork-born theatre designer, Bob Crowley, in his own words.

James Doherty / Ireland / 2014 / 14 mins

Source: donald.taylorblack@iadt.ie

Breathe follows Patrick, a hardy Traveller who becomes increasingly concerned with his young son Francie’s
femininity. Does he have the capacity to change and accept him?

Nora Twomey – Animation Director

Source: james@greeble.tv

Michael Lavelle / Ireland / 2016 / 3 mins

A brief profile of Cork-born animator, Nora Twomey, in her own words.

Terminal

Source: donald.taylorblack@iadt.ie

Natasha Waugh / Ireland / 2016 / 11 mins

Terminal is about the decisions women make in the face of overwhelming personal circumstance. A girl
and a woman meet in an airport departure gate. Just before they board a plane to Manchester, we witness
a private exchange as they share the different reasons that brought them to this moment, and the traumatic
journey that awaits them.

Descend

Source: nwaugh35@gmail.com

Source: jaroslava.kostkova@gmail.com

In Ribbons

Blackbird

Marie Valerie Jeantelot / Ireland / 2015 / 10 mins

John White / Ireland / 2016 / 5 mins

It is 1960’s Ireland, and young Laurie is excited and carefree as she goes for a walk with her Dad until they
reach the grounds of an ominously grey building. As the door closes on the only world she knows, darkness
envelops as she is abandoned to a place of fear, an orphanage, where silence rules and identity is stripped
away. Laurie however, holds firm to her sense of self through the power of her dreams and her memories.

A running man on a road to nowhere meets an artist who knows more about him than he could ever dare
to imagine.

Source: farrell.caroline@gmail.com

Olēka

Hedi Rose / Ireland / 2016 / 20 mins

Annie, a plain 30-something American, has reached the end of a thinning rope. After cashing in her chips on
a plane ticket to Ireland and a few bottles of vodka, she wakes up alone in a bar after closing.

Source: kevin@parkpictures.ie

Aaron Stapleton / Ireland / 2016 / 8 mins

Bone

A meditation on identity.

Jenny Brady / Ireland / 2015 / 11 mins

Source: leticia@whackala.com

In a photography studio, a labrador retriever sits for a series of portraits. Bone unfolds as a series of
conversations between crew members, uncovering unexpected mutualities between the animal and female
subjects.

Animal
Niall Owens / Ireland / 2016 / 15 mins

Source: jennybrady1@gmail.com

Having escaped from his captors, a modern day slave leads his rescuer back to the camp where he
was imprisoned.

Disappear

Source: owens.niall@yahoo.co.uk

Shaun O’Connor / Ireland / 2016 / 11 mins

In a psychiatrist’s office sits Charlie, a young man whose life has been all but ruined by anxious thoughts.
He has recently come to a new and frightening conclusion about his condition, fearing that he may literally
disappear into thin air. His psychiatrist attempts to reason with him about the improbability of these fears.
However, Charlie’s deep convictions leads her to worry that this may be more than just another passing
notion.

When The Butcher Stopped Ordering Meat
Laura Gaynor / Ireland / 2016 / 13 mins

Michael Quirke has been running an open wood carving workshop for over fifty years. We spend a day with
him to learn about his unusual life.
Source: Lauragaynortv@hotmail.com

Source: shaunoconnor@gmail.com

Pat
Shaun O’Connor / Ireland / 2015 / 12 mins

Pat is a retired postman who still goes on his daily rounds in the local village. The community loves him,
but the bullying Mangon wants to put a stop to the pretence.
Source: shaunoconnor@gmail.com

Falling In Love
Finian Robbins / Ireland / 2016 / 15 mins

Keith and Katsy find comfort in each other’s company as their efforts to escape the hopelessness that
surrounds them start to spin out of control.
Source: finianis@eircom.net

Solid
Patrick O’Shea / Ireland / 2016 / 16 mins

When Robbie’s younger brother dies after taking drugs, Robbie vows revenge on the tough guy dealer that
he holds responsible.
Source: owen@owenfitzpatrick.com
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World Shorts

Amélia & Duarte

Sun 9th / 2.00pm
Gate /95 minutes

She Dances for People (Nimmikage)

Mon 10th / 2.00pm
Gate / 101 minutes

Child

Tue 11th / 2.00pm
Gate / 104 minutes

Programme 1

Programme 2

Programme 3

EXOMOON

In A Beautiful And Quiet Location

Batrachian’s Ballad

Gudrun Krebitz / Austria-England / 2015 / 6 mins

Lukas Marxt, Jakub Vrba / Austria / 2015 / 13 mins

Leonor Teles / Portugal / 2016 / 11 mins

This is an animation film that uses drawn, filmed and over-painted
images to explore the nature of existence. The film seamlessly glides
through various states of day and night to convey themes of being
present and in the now.

In a secluded, beautiful landscape where not much is heard apart from
the chirping of birds and sounds of the wind, the audience becomes
aware of a human presence.

“Once upon a time, before people came along, all the creatures were
free and able to be with one another.” Batrachian’s Ballad is as personal
as it is an activist gesture.

Source: office@sixpackfilm.com

Source: dir.portugalfilm@indielisboa.com

She Dances for People (Nimmikage)

World War Cup

Michelle Latimer / Canada / 2015 / 3 mins

Simon Ellis / England / 2016 / 7 mins

Bernard is an austere man whose sole occupation is to care for his
beloved Line. Their son organises a sugaring off party, forcing Bernard
to reconnect with the exhilaration of spring.

Both a requiem for, and an honouring of Canada’s First Nations, Métis
and Inuit women, Michelle Latimer’s Nimmikaage (She Dances for
People) deconstructs the layers beneath the recorded pageantry of
Canadian nationalism.

This film examines misguided patriotism and tribal thuggery during
the England-Germany 2010 World Cup football match.

Source: distribution@spira.quebec

Source: m.clermont@nfb.ca

Hubris

Steve Hates Fish

JUS SOLI

John Smith / England / 2015 / 5 mins

somebody nobody / England / 2015 / 16 mins

Filmed on a smart phone, using a language translator app from French
to English. Steve Hates Fish interprets the signage and architecture in
a busy London shopping street. In an environment overloaded with
information, the signs run riot.

The films opens up a discourse on the Black British experience;
interrupting the emotional transition between generations and
questioning what it means to be British.

Source: plamed@mail.ru

Source: simon.jenkins@somebodynobody.co.uk

Okawara Ryo / Japan / 2015 / 13 mins

She/Her

This is the story of an adolescent boy, struggling with his own internal
conflicts, who continues to engage with the minor rebellions of youth.

Sonja Wyss / Netherlands / 2016 / 11 mins

Source: amica@supermilkcow.jp

This is a film about the balance of power and the deep emotions that
underpin a mother-daughter relationship.

Terminal

Source: rianne@familyaffairfilms.nl

Natasha Waugh / Ireland / 2016 / 11 mins

Source: office@sixpackfilm.com

The Sugaring Off
Alexandre Isabelle / Canada / 2016 / 15 mins

Source: info@simonellisfilms.com

Pavel Medvedev / Russia / 2015 / 20 mins

Source: info@johnsmithfilms.com

Dirty South
Olivier Strauss / France / 2016 / 25 mins

In the heart of summer, two sisters and their mother move into a
concrete structure surrounded by farmland. Their lust for life clashes
with the brutality of this isolated place as they each try to cope with
the loss of their father.

Falling In Love

Source: sednafilms@free.fr

Finian Robbins / Ireland / 2016 / 15 mins

489 Years

Keith and Katsy find comfort in each other’s company as their efforts
to escape the hopelessness that surrounds them start to spin out of
control.

Hayoun Kwon / South Korea / 2016 / 11 mins

This is a story about the self-destruction of an uncontrollable political
elite and their Russian president.

Sugar Lump

Terminal is a new short film project about the decisions women
make in the face of overwhelming personal circumstance. A girl and
a woman meet in an airport departure gate. Just before they board a
plane to Manchester, we witness a private exchange as they share the
different reasons that brought them to this moment, and the traumatic
journey that awaits them. This film aims to highlight women’s
reproductive rights in Ireland.

This film gives us access to the demilitarised zone and immerses us
in the personal memory of a South Korean soldier who relays his
experience of a reconnaissance mission.

Source: finianis@eircom.net

Source: hayoun.kwon@gmail.com

Louise Carrin / Switzerland / 2015 / 34 mins

Belle Ville
Jung Won-hee / France / 2016 / 26 mins

Elegance

Lisa, the owner of a luxurious brothel and her friend, Lena, are filmed
in the intimacy of the smoking room.

Virpi Suutari / Finland / 2015 / 25 mins

Source: Julien.rouyet@thera-production.ch

This film documents the style and elegance of grey partridge and
pheasant hunting, through a group of Finnish gentlemen hunters.

Zero G – Schwerelos

Sun-haw is a Chinese-Korean woman working illegally in a Korean
hostel in Paris. She expects her twin sister, to get a tourist visa so they
exchange places and Sun-haw can return home to take care of her
sick son. But on the departure day nothing goes to plan.

Source: virpi.suutari@luukku.com

Jannis Lenz / Austria / 2016 / 9 mins

Source: contact@hippocampe-productions.com

Amélia & Duarte
Alice Guimarães, Mónica Santos / Portugal - Germany / 2015 / 8 mins

This story guides us through Amélia and Duarte’s relationship, two
people that have fallen out of love. The film illustrates their attempts to
divide, destroy and erase any memory of each other. Made in pixilation
and stop-motion, this piece has the Technicolor feel of the 50s.
Source: liliana@curtas.pt

Source: nwaugh35@gmail.com

Venusia

Parkour is a “kinetic” art form that involves jumping walls and other
obstacles in urban environments. This film follows a group of Parkour
“tracers” from Vienna and the slam artist, Fatima Moumouni, who pens
a poem on the city and young people’s attitudes to life.
Source: office@sixpackfilm.com

Child
Iring Freytag & Viktor Stickel / Germany / 2016 / 9 mins

A child has to leave his cosy hut to collect wood for the fire…
Source: iring@realityerror.com

The Joy Of Everyday Life
Sanna Lijiander / Finland / 2014 / 7 mins

Everyday life. Oh joy?
Source: arto.tuohimaa@metropolia.fi
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World Shorts

Three Dimensions Of Time

Wed 12th / 2.00pm
Gate / 105 minutes

Vintage Print

Thur 13th / 2.00pm
Gate / 109 minutes

Programme 4

Programme 5

Bone

Object

Jenny Brady / Ireland / 2015 / 11 mins

Paulina Skibinska / Poland / 2015 / 15 mins

In a photography studio, a Labrador retriever sits for a series of
portraits. Bone unfolds as a series of conversations between crew
members, uncovering unexpected mutuality between the animal and
female subjects.

Object is a creative and abstract image of an underwater search. The
action takes place in the dimensions of two worlds – ice desert and
underwater. The story is told from the point of view of the rescue
team, the diver and the people waiting.

Source: jennybrady1@gmail.com

Source: katarzyna@kff.com.pl

Fruit

Lead In The Head

Gerhard Funk / Germany / 2016 / 7 mins

Aurore Peuffier / France / 2016 / 7 mins

Rise into being, mature, perish – Fruit tells a creation story.
Source: markus@augohr.de

A wolf is shot and brought back to the village as a trophy. But the
animal is not dead and the bullet lodged in its skull has repercussions
for its psyche.

The Bathtub

Source: anais@manifest.pictures

Tim Ellrich / Germany / 2015 / 13 mins

Three brothers, Georg, Alexander and Niklas, are preparing an original
gift for their mother. But the idea to re-enact an old bathtub picture
from their childhood is way too stupid for the oldest one. Little by
little, they bare all.
Source: markus@augohr.de

San Cristóbal
Omar Zúñiga Hidalgo / Chile / 2015 / 29 mins

Lucas is visiting his sister on a remote island in southern Chile before
moving abroad. An unlikely romance blossoms when he meets
Antonio, a struggling young fisherman.
Source: omar@cinestacion.cl

Absent
Nikki Schuster / Austria / 2015 / 7 mins

Uncanny Valley

When you are a child, you imagine that toys and furniture come to
life as soon as you look away. Freud calls this phase “magical thinking”,
when one half hopes and half fears that things are able to keep a
secret from you.

Paul Wenninger / Austria / 2015 / 13 mins

Source: office@sixpackfilm.com

One paradox of images is that they hold back what they show,
and keep at a distance, what they bring close. This film deals with
World War I - an event that is already beyond something that can be
remembered, and now only plays out in historical memory.
Source: office@sixpackfilm.com

Three Dimensions of Time
Pim Zwier / Netherlands/Russia / 2016 / 13 mins

Three moments in time are captured in three layers of coloured
imagery shown simultaneously.
Source: pimzwier@gmail.com

Over
Jörn Threlfall / England / 2015 / 14 mins

Over presents a crime scene. During the course of 9 wide-shots, we
watch an intriguing story unfold. What has happened in this quiet
neighbourhood- a murder, a hit-and-run or an accident? The reality is
both profound and deeply unexpected.
Source: jorn@outsider.tv

Amongst Us
Guido Hendrikx / Netherlands / 2014 / 24 mins

The Cure

Three self-conscious, highly educated paedophiles give a merciless
insight into their experiences. How do you cope with a sexual
orientation that’s considered morbid by society and by yourself?

Peter Baynton / England / 2016 / 2 mins

Source:info@someshorts.com

At the age of 28, Benjamin Scheuer was diagnosed with cancer
– stage IV Hodgkins Lymphoma. He underwent a course of
chemotherapy. The Cure is about that treatment.
Source: submissions@festivalformula.com

Keeping Balance
Bernhard Wenger / Austria / 2015 / 5 mins

Solid

Denise, a 20-year-old girl, visits the Viennese Prater amusement park
nearly every day to ride on the carousel because it helps her to get
over her difficult past.

Patrick O’Shea / Ireland / 2016 / 16 mins

Source: jaeger-ka@mdw.ac.at, bernhardwenger@hotmail.com

Source: owen@owenfitzpatrick.com

«[…] Craving For Narrative»

Vintage Print

Max Grau / Germany / 2015 / 25 mins

Siegfried A. Fruhauf / Austria / 2015 / 13 mins

«[…] craving for narrative» is some kind of non-indexical essay film
about temporality and the porosity of meaning. Using a desktop-like
visual space, it is based on a 23 second clip from the 1978 movie
Grease. This short clip becomes the starting point for a sprawling
narration. It’s about making sense of obsessions and what it is that
makes nostalgia so appealing.

A photographic landscape scenario starts to become animated to the
rhythm of crickets´ chirping; hops back and forth and over the course
of the work and runs through mutations that originate, on the one
hand, in the filmic medium, and on the other hand, the digital.

Source: post@max-grau.de

When Robbie’s younger brother dies after taking drugs, Robbie vows
revenge on the tough guy dealer that he holds responsible.

Source: office@sixpackfilm.com
* this film contains strobing images

She/Her

Sun 16th / 4.30pm
Gate / 89 minutes

World Shorts
Highlights

This programme delivers a full flavour
of the world shorts at this year’s festival,
across all the various strands. A one stop
shop for all your world short needs…
Absent
Nikki Schuster / Austria / 2015 / 7 mins

When you are a child, you imagine that toys and furniture come to
life as soon as you look away. Freud calls this phase “magical thinking”
when one half hopes and half fears that things are able to keep a
secret from us .

The Sugaring Off
Alexandre Isabelle / Canada / 2016 / 15 mins

Bernard is an austere man whose sole occupation is to care for his
beloved Line, who is very ill. Their son organizes a sugaring off party
that forces Bernard to reconnect with the exhilaration of spring.

She/Her
Sonja Wyss / Netherlands / 2016 / 11 mins

A film about the balance of power and the deep underlying emotions
of a mother-daughter relationship: uncertainties, manipulation,
dependence and ultimately love.

Amélia & Duarte
Alice Guimarães, Mónica Santos / Portugal - Germany / 2015 / 8 mins

In this story we are guided through the relationship of Amélia and
Duarte, two people that felt out of love and are trying to cope with
the feelings that come after a relationship has ended. The film is made
in pixilation and stop-motion and has a Technicolor feel of the 50s,
portraying not only the surrealism of their actions, but also providing
an ironic chromatic impression about the end of love.

Belle Ville
Jung Won-hee / France / 2016 / 26 mins

Sun-haw is a Chinese-Korean woman working illegally in a Korean
hostel in Paris. She expects her twin sister, to get a tourist visa so they
exchange places and Sun-haw can return home to take care of her
sick son. But on the departure day nothing goes to plan.

489 Years
Hayoun Kwon / South Korea / 2016 / 11 mins

The film is transcribed according to the testimony of a former soldier
in South Korea, Kim. It gives us access to the demilitarized zone and
immerses us into the heart of the personal memory of a soldier who
tells us about his experience in a reconnaissance mission.

Among The Termaids
Emma Jardillier / France / 2015 / 11 mins

It’s decided; Marion, a 30 years old girl, is gonna do it. She will tell her
friends that she is no longer single. She fell in love. But this time she
fell in love with a girl.
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Creative Cork

Date Night

Programme 1

Mon 10th / 6.30pm
Gate / 77 mins

Escape

Programme 2

Perception

This Is Not A Mugging

Darragh Keating / Ireland / 2016 / 5 mins

Gerard Browne / Ireland / 2016 / 7 mins

Two thugs make some very questionable remarks to a young woman, but from their perspective,
it is pure poetry.

A man on a park bench encounters a leprechaun.

Tue 11th / 6.30pm
Gate / 78 mins

Source: browne.gerard@gmail.com

Source: darragh_keating@hotmail.com

1914 Street

Bailer – The Binding
Robert O’Halloran / Ireland / 2016 / 3 mins

Source: brianstynes@hotmail.com

The Binding by heavy metal/hardcore band, Bailer has been described as “the sonic equivalent of a punch
in the face” by “Bring The Noise UK”. This video aims to match the pummeling rhythm section and
razor-sharp guitar lines with an unrelenting visual experience. Not for the faint of heart or those at risk of
photosensitive epilepsy.

Blue Shawl

Cold

Mike O’Dowd / Ireland / 2016 / 5 mins

James Horgan / Ireland / 2016 / 9 mins

As elderly couple, Arthur and Nora, do some last-minute shopping, young Alex prepares for the performance
of a lifetime.

Tom, a middle-aged man, gets a visitor one night whose presence unnerves him, which sets off a shocking
sequence of events. As the saying goes, revenge is a dish best served cold.

Source: mikeddyke@gmail.com

Source: james@horgancommunications.com

Surfacing

Escape

Gar O’Rourke / Ireland / 2016 / 4 mins

Stephen Hannon / Ireland / 2016 / 6 mins

A music video from Mechner for debut single Surfacing.

Two men leading separate lives meet for a sexual encounter, but one is comfortable with his sexuality, while
the other is not. A conflict arises, in which neither is guilty, yet neither is innocent.

Brian Stynes / Ireland / 2015 / 10 mins

Two unemployed friends decide to volunteer for active service in the British Army in 1914. Now, they must
tell their wives!

Source: mechnerrenhcem@gmail.com

Source: stephenhannon01@gmail.com

Date Night
Ross Carey / Ireland / 2016 / 12 mins

On The Surface

A young woman gets all dressed up for a first date but there is more at stake than meets the eye.

Stephen Hannon / Ireland / 2016 / 14 mins

Source: rosscarey87@gmail.com

After the death of a mother taken before her time, her daughter and husband struggle with their grief.
Source: stephenhannon01@gmail.com

Hypervigil
Natasha Bourke / Ireland / 2014 / 5 mins

Last Call

Technological advances have led to an inundation of information, with devices progressively disrupting and
mediating human interface. This experimental work is a comment on contemporary life.

Shane Twomey / Ireland /2016 / 14 mins

Source: natashabourke.artist@gmail.com

Source: xenoshane@gmail.com

The Insane Bohemian Of Apartment 26

Reach

Kevin Mulcahy / Ireland / 2016 / 24 mins

Stephen Broekhuizen / Ireland / 2016 / 8 mins

A lone bohemian has a series of encounters, including a love interest, pets, friends and family, with hilarious
consequences.

A man makes a visit to a home, but all is not what it seems.

An elderly, retired man receives some bad news that has a drastic impact on his life.

Source: steve7737@hotmail.com

Source: kevinmulcahy07@gmail.com

Dig

Telephone Operator At Dusk
Mark Kent / Ireland / 2016 / 5 mins

Rob Mullins / Ireland / 2016 / 12 mins

An astronaut wanders in a reconstruction of his home planet.

Bumping off the boss’s girlfriend should be simple, but not all goes as smoothly as it should.

Source: markkent61@hotmail.com

Source: robmullinsdesigner@gmail.com

Dead Air
Emmet O’Brien / Ireland / 2016 / 12 mins

In a world ruled by zombies, one man rules the airwaves. Has he found his calling?
Source: emmetobrien@gmail.com
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IndieEye 1
Buster, Charlie and Pierre

sixpackfilm

Vintage Print

Fri 14th / 2.00pm

Feeling Good / En Pleine Form

Sun 16th / 12.00pm
Gate / 74 minutes

Gate / 82 minutes

Suitable 6yrs and over
sixpackfilm is an internationally active non-profit distributor of Austrian independent
produced artist’s films and documentaries. The focus on more experimental forms arises
from the long and vivid tradition of Austrian Avant-Garde Cinema since the 1960s.
The present program shows the broad variety of styles and aesthetics within the recent
production of Austrian experimentals. We like to say thanks for the long and fruitful
collaboration with IndieCork Festival and we are very happy and proud about getting
this spotlight. Please enjoy the program!
* Please note the first and the last films in this programme contain strobing images

Vintage Print

Pierre Étaix is a French comedy master in the tradition of Buster Keaton and Charlie
Chaplin and also in the tradition of Jacques Tati with whom Étaix served a comedic
apprentiship.
Étaix’s films went unseen for years due to legal entanglemennts but his unique genious
has recently been ‘rediscovered’.
We are delighted present a programme of Étaix’s most successful films – including the
Oscar-winning Happy Anniversary, alongside those of his heroes, Keaton and Chaplin.

Siegfried A. Fruhauf / Austria / 2015 / 13 mins

Feeling Good / En Pleine Form

A photographic landscape scenario starts to become animated to the rhythm of crickets´ chirping; hops
back and forth and over the course of the work runs through mutations that originate, on the one hand, in
the filmic medium, and on the other hand, the digital.
The Director, Siegfried Fruhauf will introduce his film

Pierre Étaix / France / 1971 -2010 / 12 mins

EXOMOON
Gudrun Krebitz / Austria-England / 2015 / 6 mins

An animation film that uses drawn, filmed and over-painted images. It commences with a softly whispered
internal monologue. Female voices paraphrase the ´I´ of a woman who addresses the moon in her
loneliness and speaks to a statue of Mary she passes by each morning.

Zero G – Schwerelos

A young man flees the city and searches for a place to camp. But in which camp exactly has he landed? And
how does he get out?

The Cure
Charlie Chaplin / USA / 1917 / 17 mins

Charlie, a real boozer, checks into a spa for treatment, but feels a certain dislike for the beneficial water.
Hardly has he escaped the hands of a sadistic masseur than he discovers that his precious bottle has been
emptied... to the delight spa guests!

Rupture
Pierre Étaix / France / 1961 / 11 mins

Parkour is a “kinetic” art form that involves jumping walls and other obstacles in urban environments. It also
evokes the feeling of weightlessness inherent to big cities but which is gradually disappearing.

A man receives a message from his beloved, his photograph torn in two. The wounded lover decides to
respond to this letter. Fountain pen, desk, postage stamps, paper and ink become devilishly uncooperative
and worse, the young man finds himself thrown through the window by his rocking chair! Étaix’s first short.

Uncanny Valley

One Week

Paul Wenninger / Austria / 2015 / 13 mins

Buster Keaton / USA / 1920 / 22 mins

One paradox of images is that they hold back what they show, and keep at a distance, what they bring
close.

A young couple are offered a house in kit form. It only remains to be assembled. It would be easier if a rival
had not reversed the numbers on the cases.

In a beautiful and quiet location

Happy Anniversary / Heureux Anniversaire

Lukas Marxt, Jakub Vrba / Austria / 2015 / 13 mins

Étaix Pierre & Jean-Claude Carrière / France / 1962 / 12 mins

Like a painting with a beautiful landscape: groups of trees, gently rolling meadows, fog covered, seemingly
deserted. A bit of nature in smooth colours, evenly framed.

She sets the table, she waits. It’s their anniversary. For his part, he’s bought flowers, a gift, and he hurries. But
the whole city seems to have conspired against this holiday.

Jannis Lenz / Austria / 2016 / 9 mins

Academy Award for Best Short 1963

Absent
Nikki Schuster / Austria / 2015 / 7 mins

When you are a child, you imagine that toys and furniture come to life as soon as you look away.
Freud calls this phase “magical thinking” when one half hopes and half fears that things are able to keep
a secret from us.

Perlenmeere / Seas Of Pearls
Katrina Daschner / Austria / 2016 / 9 mins

Images inhaled and exhaled, gently but deeply. Details of a naked person, close-ups of deep-sea creatures—
jelly fish, algae, cnidaria, at first, still a stony landscape. Small, precise picture waves, as though set off by
hitting the surface of still water, set Seas of Pearls in motion.

Not Even Nothing Can Be Free Of Ghosts
Rainer Kohlberger / Austria / 2016 / 11 mins

An audio-visual fierce attack on the human system of perception. His algorithmic work has little in common
with conventional film and video. The artist refrains entirely from all types of representativeness and
referentiality, neither camera- nor computer-generated motifs surface in his works. Another indication of
departure from the classical motion picture medium is the fact that he works with a higher frame rate than
usual; in the present case, thirty images per second
Source: office@sixpackfilm.com

Source: info@agencecm.com
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IndieEye 2
Migratory Pathways And Insistent Ghosts: Meat
Suzy O’ Mullane, Julius Kozlowski / 2016 / Ireland, USA / 11 minutes
The artists will be available to discuss their work

Migratory Pathways and Insistent Ghosts: Meat, is the second part in a trilogy of short
no-budget films by Suzy O’ Mullane and Julius Kozlowski. The central premise of these films
is the narration of lived experiences and memories. In Meat, Food, Morocco, Ireland, France,
death and childhood memory are alluded to in a prose-poem and collaged original footage by
Suzy O’ Mullane. Original sound track composed by the narrator, Julius Kozlowski.

Thur 13th / 8.00pm
The Guesthouse
Suzy O’ Mullane is a visual artist who has
been practicing and exhibiting consistently in
Dublin, London, NY, Berlin and LA since 1996.
Throughout her practice, she has developed
and employs multiple encoded forms that have
become personal allegorical references. Her
work conceptualises emotional experience,
personal and societal identity, and memory
through the mediums of painting, drawing, video,
performance and writings.

Julius Kozlowski is an American multi-media
artist who’s work spans sound,video,film,pai
nting,sculpture and set design. His sculpture
fabrication for Joseph Beuys,Anselm Kiefer
and others in the 80s and 90s evolved into
numerous collaborative exhibitions in the
newly emerging Williamsburg art scene and
segued into creating sets for over forty feature
films. He lives in Brooklyn.

Close Encounters
Pati
This second edition of Close Encounters is
again curated by Cork based photographer
Helio León. This programme explores
photographers approach to film, and
takes a look at the works of Magnum
photographer Sohrab Hura and filmmaker
Mickael Soyez. In particular, both these
directors, explore the poetic possibilities
of the medium.

Wed 12th / 9.00pm / 52 mins
Blacknight Festival Centre

Sohrab Hura / 2010 / 10 mins

In 2010 Sohrab Hura went back to Pati, a small cluster of
villages in central India; a place where he had first visited
in 2005 right after finishing his university studies. Steeped
in extreme hot and harsh conditions, Pati slowly starts to
unravel its life to the outsider. He explores life in a small
cluster of remote villages in central India, a mix between the
most traditional documentary photography approach, moving
images, sound and Hurab’s own poetic vision of the world.
Source: www.sohrabhura.com

Knockdown
Mickael Soyez / 2016 / 42 mins

Photographer and filmmaker Mickaël Soyez, offers a poetic
and fictional exploration of the landscape, human emotion
and longings.
A naked young man wanders around from dawn to dusk.
A woman stands under a wisteria, waiting for a man who
won’t come.
Alone on a ring, a boxer furiously punches the air.
A few other solo apparitions stand out and a special kind of
absence relate each of them to one another.
Source: mickaelsoyez@gmail.com
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IndieEye 3

Joining the Lotus Eaters

4th Ó Bhéal International Poetry Film Competition - 2016

Two Story Train

Enjoy a rare Sunday afternoon feast of
International poetry films! as Ó Bhéal presents
its 2016 competition shortlist of 28 poetry films,
chosen from 163 entries, from 28 countries.
Achieving very high standards this year, each
of these cutting-edge, variously experimental
films have been developed by uniquely talented

Ó Bhéal and Poetry Films
Since early 2009, Ó Bhéal has been promoting the art of the poetry-film, when in
collaboration with the Goethe Institute and Literaturwerkstatt Berlin, the best of Zebra
Poetry Film festival entries were screened at the Triskel in CorkIn 2013, Ó Bhéal convened
its International competition for the first time, in partnership with the IndieCork Festival of
Independent cinema.

www.obheal.ie/poetryfilm
Screenings take place at the Blacknight Festival Centre, Kino Cinema

filmmakers (or poet-filmmakers) from around the

Competition Screening A

world, with each holding a poem as its core.

Sun 16th Oct / 12:00pm / 50 mins

The 28 shortlisted films include works from the
USA, Ireland, Australia, the UK, Germany, Spain,
Belgium, Ukraine, Canada, Israel, Italy, Estonia /
Finland, Belarus and Portugal.
This year’s selection is judged by poet Kathy

Sun Hours / Dotan Gur / Israel
Once in Whitley Bay / Diana Taylor / UK
Dictionary Illustrations / Marie Craven / Australia
One Dream Opening Into Many / Marie Craven / Australia
Red Line Haiku / Bao Zhu / China,Ireland
SMART USER / Kuesti Fraun / Germany
Two Story Train / Martha McCollough / USA
Song of Calling / Jason Lam / Australia
DADA! / Stephen Chang and John Weselcouch / USA
Peter and the Wolf (Aladdin Sane?) / Patrick O’ Shea / Ireland
The Nat King Cole Post Office / Pamela Falkenberg and Jack Cochran / USA
Repères (Landmarks) / Karoline Georges / Canada
Love Mykolaiv if you dare / Angie Bogachenko / Ukraine
Adondar a lingua (Kneading language) / Celia Parra / Spain

D’Arcy and filmmaker Rossa Mullin. The winning
entry will be announced at the IndieCork Festival

Competition Screening B

awards ceremony, and receives the Ó Bhéal

Sun 16th Oct / 2:00pm / 50 mins

IndieCork award for best poetry-film.

What The Waves Brought In / Paul Broderick / USA
Joining the Lotus Eaters / Marie Craven / Australia
Eclipse / Eugenia Lindblat / Italy
SADDLE / Corbin Louis and Devin Ensz / USA
Thames Way / Diarmuid Fitzgerald and Ciarán Ó Floinn / Ireland
Known Unto God / Suzie Hanna / U.K.
Baisan and Buben – F5 / Anatoly Kuris / Belarus
Helvetinjumalankone (Hell’sgodmachine) / Sanna Larmola / Estonia, Finland
The Eternal Footman / Pamela Falkenberg and Jack Cochran / USA
The Bloom / Pamela Falkenberg and Jack Cochran / USA
Chamada Geral (Calling All) / Manuel Vilarinho / Portugal
A Demonstration / Pádraig Burke (Ireland)
Wat Zegt De Zee? (What Does The Sea Say?) / Jan Peeters & Paul Bogaert / Belgium
We are the ones who were born / Urs Mader / Germany
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Escape

1992

Men’s Shorts

Among the Mermaids

Tue 11th / 7.00pm / 70 mins
Blacknight Festival Centre

Mother’s Milk and Cookies

Among the Mermaids

Wed 12th / 7.00pm / 105 mins
Blacknight Festival Centre

Women’s Programme
Among the Mermaids
Emma Jardillier / France / 2015 / 11 mins

A middle-aged gay couple struggle with coming out.

It’s been decided; Marion, aged 30yrs, is definitely going to do it! She will tell her friends that she is no longer
single. She fell in love. But this time she fell in love with a girl.

Source: michaeljdaly@hotmail.com

Source: distribution@thewildroom.org

The Culprit

Bolesno – Sick

Michael Rittmannsberger / Germany / 2015 / 3 mins

Hrvoje Mabic / Croatia / 2015 / 94 mins

A young man is accused of a crime. He confesses and doesn’t show a sign of regret. On the contrary – the
young man seems to be proud and fully convinced of what he did.

At the age of 16 Ana was locked up in a psychiatric hospital by her parents who arranged the treatment
for curing her homosexuality with the hospital director. After all she went through, she longs for a girl who
won’t think of her as insane because of her PTSD condition. She finds all that in Martina, her new love whom
she plans the wedding with. However, Martina’s huge patience wanes with times as she finds Ana more
obsessed with her traumatic past than with the life they’re sharing together.
Sick is a film about love, betrayal, revenge and forgiveness.

Conan McIvor / Ireland / 2016 / 7 mins

Source: markus@augohr.de

San Cristóbal
Omar Zúñiga Hidalgo / Chile / 2015 / 29 mins

Lucas is visiting his sister on a remote island in southern Chile before moving abroad. An unlikely romance
grown when he meets Antonio, a struggling young fisherman. The intimacy they share makes them
navigate towards a new horizon and to a different stage of their adulthood.
Source: omar@cinestacion.cl

Escape
Stephen Hannon / Ireland / 2016 / 6 mins

Two men leading separate lives meets for a sexual encounter. One is comfortable with his sexuality,
however the other is not. A conflict arises in which neither is guilty yet neither are innocent.
Source: stephenhannon01@gmail.com

1992
Anthony Doncque / France / 25 mins

1992. Martin is seventeen and films his daily life with his Hi8 camera. He films everything and anything, his
room, the world around him. Never his father. He does not think about it. One day he meets Dominique. He
is twenty-three and is a pawn in his high school.
Source: contact@1015productions.fr

Source: mabich@gmail.com
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IndieCommunity 2

www.indiecork.com
Supported by

Rising Sons Brewery

A Nation Once Again? –
Short Film Commentary On 1916
This illustrated presentation by IndieCork Co-Director
Mick Hannigan, will look at some notable Irish short films
casting a cynical or satirical eye on The Rising and its
aftermath.
There have, understandably (and correctly) been many film
projects marking the 100th anniversary of the 1916 Rising the Irish Film Board’s AFTER 16 project for example. This latter
intended to “commemorate, celebrate and ruminate on 1916
and how the events of Easter Sunday and beyond forged the
landscape of the century that followed”.

Thur 13th / 1.00pm
Blacknight Festival Centre

James Finlan’s Eireville (a very clever pastiche of Godard’s
dystopian Alphaville), Kevin Liddy’s Horse (replete with
references to the foundation of the State) and Liam O’
Laoghaire’s starkly propagandistic Our Country will be
examined as well as more satirical films like Andrew Legge’s
biting A Kingdom Once Again.

INDIE CORK
09

16
Oct 2016

However there have also been, over the years, films that take
a more jaundiced view of the 1916 Rising and of the outcome
of its utopian aspirations.
The question mark in the title of George Morrison’s Civil War
sequel to Mise Eire, Saoirse? (Freedom?) is telling.

A
festival
of
independent
film
& music

Would you like to be a part
owner in a festival?
Are you a film fan, and

Greenlighting Cork –
An invitation to
discussion

Urban October –
Celebrating Cork City
Centre’s Public Spaces

Sat 15th / 12.00pm

Fri 14th / 1.00pm

Blacknight Festival Centre

Blacknight Festival Centre

What role can Cork play in the Irish audiovisual economy?
What can local filmmakers do to affect policy change to
ensure Cork has a viable film culture?
We invite those working in film in Cork – in production or
in film culture - to the Blacknight Festival Centre to discuss
possible ways to ensure that policies are put in place to
nurture and retain talent in the city and county.
At IndieCork, we are conscious of the potential that Cork has
in the film sector.
Cork production, Peter Foott’s The Young Offenders, is set to
be the Irish cinema hit of the year.
Film In Cork is working hard to attract productions to Cork
City and County and is also advancing training and other
initiatives to support indigenous talent.
Yet where is Cork in the national framework of film
development? Limerick has announced the new Troy Studios
and the €2.25 million training initiative to service that studio;
Galway, UNESCO City Of Film, has the Irish Film Board, TG4,
Galway Film Centre and the soon to be opened Picture
Palace cinema; Dublin has the population base and the
infrastructural advantages of a capital city.
If the city loses its filmmaking talent to other population
centers the possibilities for Cork as a creative city are
diminished.
It’s important that the voices of creative Cork are heard to
ensure that film making in Cork is green-lit. Join us in this
discussion.

Urban October is a series of free events encouraging
people to look at public spaces through fresh eyes.
IndieCork is delighted to have been asked to participate in the
programme and we invite people to attend a Free Screening
of great short films in the Blacknight Festival Centre located in
the old Kino Cinema in Washington Street.
The programme will last approximately 50 minutes and will
comprise of IndieCork organisers favourite short films in this
year’s programme.
If imaginative, funny, creative, and downright strange short
films are your thing then come along and enjoy.
Urban October in Cork is supported and organised by
EcCoWell, Cork City Council and CORE. It’s inspired by the
Urban October initiative of the United Nations, which aims to
make cities “inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable.”

interested in becoming
involved in an exciting new
cultural venture?

Join us!
Become a Shareholder of
IndieCork and have a say in
the direction of the company.
The cost is €90 per annum
or €7.50 per month.
For details go to
indiecork.com
Shareholder registration is
managed through MyClubFinances.
com
IndieCork Film Festival Society
Limited is registered as an
industrial and provident society.
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IndiePolitics

Sun 16th / 4.00pm
Blacknight
Festival Centre
Prog 1 – 36 mins
Prog 2 – 55 mins
One ticket to see both

Jus Soli

Destination Gaza

Programme 1

Programme 2

This programme screens two films with individual perspectives, that look at the state of
citizenship, the struggle for it, and the lived experience, across different territories.

From the broad comedy of Ave Maria, to the dramatisation of a single Gazan reality
in Three Minute Warning and finally to the documentary Destination Gaza; this
programme takes a look at Palestine through from different filmmaking angles.

JUS SOLI
somebody nobody / England / 2015 / 16 mins

The films opens up a discourse on the Black British experience; interrupting the emotional transition
between generations and questioning what it means to be British.
Source: simon.jenkins@somebodynobody.co.uk

The director of Destination Gaza, Garry McGovern, will introduce his film,
and host a Q & A afterwards.
Ave Maria
Basil Khalil / Palestine , France, Germany / 2015 / 15 mins

Borderland
Conor Maguire / Ireland / 2016 / 24 mins

Borderland explores the Syrian refugee crisis along Europe’s borders, the result of the greatest mass
migration since World War II. The film features interviews with refugees, volunteers, Colm O’ Gorman of
Amnesty International, Sue Conlan of The Irish Refugee Council and Eva Schloss, holocaust survivor and
step sister of Anne Frank.
Source: paulwebster87@gmail.com

The silent routine of five Palestinian nuns in the middle of the West Bank wilderness is disturbed when an
Israeli settler family come knocking at their door for help after crashing into the convent’s wall. The Israelis
can’t operate a phone to call assistance due to the Sabbath laws, and the nuns have taken a vow of silence.
Together they have to come up with an unorthodox plan to help them get home.
Source: info@ouatmedia.com

Three Minute Warning
England / 2016 / 11 minutes
Director: Iqbal Mohammed, Producer: Alex Gibbons,

In Palestine, a 14 year old girl called Mariam cares for her disabled mother.
One night, an Israeli “knock-on-roof” bomb is dropped onto their building allowing them only three minutes
to escape before it is demolished.
This emotional 11 minute drama depicts the reality of civilians in Gaza, Palestine.
Source: iqbal@dynamiqfilms.com

Destination Gaza
Ireland / 2015 / 29 minutes
Director: Garry McGovern, Producer: Garry McGovern

Having been brought up in Northern Ireland in the 1980’s, filmmaker Garry McGovern ventured inside the
Gaza Strip just after the Gaza-Israeli war of 2014 to see how ordinary families and children coped in a 21st
Century conflict. This is a poignant, sensitive yet, raw depiction of life in Gaza, one cannot help but be
moved by this short film.
We welcome the Director of Destination Gaza to Cork, to speak about the film.
Source: garry@orfanproductions.com

Ag infheistiú sa gcruthaitheacht le 25 Bliain i leith
- Beagnach €40 milliún infheistithe i dtionscadail Éireannacha
Investing in Creativity for 25 years
- Almost €40 million invested in Irish projects to date.

Breis eolais ar fáil ó Dheasc na hEorpa Cruthaithí Éire
Further Information available from Creative Europe Desk Ireland

www.creativeeuropeireland.eu
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IndieIndustry
Siegfried Fruhauf In
Conversation
Thur 13th / 12.00pm
Crawford Art College

Building Your
Reputation Online –
A Practical Guide
Sat 15th / 2pm / 45 mins

We are delighted to welcome to IndieCork, one of the finest directors of experimental
film working in cinema at this time.
Siegfred Fruhauf studied experiment visual design in Linz, where he now lectures. Linz is also
where he first came into contact with the Austrian avant-garde. He has participated in many
prestigious international film festivals including Cannes, Venice and Sundance. He works and
exhibits in film, video and photography.
He presents his new short film ‘Vintage Print’ at IndieCork this year, screening in World Shorts 4
on Thursday 13th and in IndieEye focus on sixpackfilm on Friday 14th.
IndieCork has screened many films by Siegfried and we are particularly happy to welcome him
to the 4th IndieCork Festival as our special guest.

Blacknight Festival Centre
A workshop that will demonstrate how creative practitioners can look at making your own
website, with a minimum of cost, and maximum of impact.
Social networks like Facebook have shown us the power of online communication, but
they own what you post and sometimes censor what you see. In this presentation, Conn
Ó Muíneacháin from Blacknight will lead you through some user-friendly tools to make a
professional-looking website. He’ll explain how to use Search Engine Optimisation to help your
audience find you, how to make social media work for you (and not the other way around)
and why you should own your own domain name.
Blacknight is Ireland’s leading web hosting and domain names company - and the proud
sponsor of the Festival Centre at this year’s IndieCork Festival.

Ronan Phelan Short Film
Pitching Session |
Euroconnection

Life’s A Pitch And
Then You Cry !….
Sat 8th
Blacknight Festival Centre

Sat 15th / 4.00pm
Blacknight Festival Centre
IndieCork is the ‘Irish Desk’ for Euro Connection, the European Short Film Co-Production
Forum, a project of the Clermont-Ferrand Film Festival.
Each year we propose an Irish short film project to go forward to a competitive selection
for Euroconnection. If selected by the European panel, it has an opportunity to be pitched
to European funders The award is named in honour of Ronan Phelan, an award-winning
filmmaker who passed away in 2004 aged 29. He studied film at St. John’s Central College
where he wrote and directed ‘Gangs of Waterfall’. This widely praised film was noted for raising
the bar for filmmaking in Cork. We would like to thank his family, and Niall Owens, filmmaker,
for their collaboration in this award.

A one-day, trauma-free workshop that teaches persuasive ways to present and
pitch film projects.
Exploring techniques that help us convey the essentials, we can learn to deal with nerves and
get to a place where the process is not only enjoyable, but from where we can deliver a pitch
that is effective, memorable and most likely to generate interest.
The workshop is led by David Keating, an award-winning, critically acclaimed film director
and producer. David presented this hugely successful workshop in Cork in 2015 and is back by
demand. The workshop is presented with the financial support of Screen Training Ireland
Applications in advance only. Queries to info@indiecork.com

PIZZA/PINT
SUN-THURS

BREWERY

WORLD BEER AWARDS
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GRAINÚ ALE
BELGIAN WHEAT ALE

CORK

CORK

IMPERIAL STOUT
CORK

GOLD WINNERS

BREWERY TOURS AVAILABLE
Tues
Thurs
Fri
Sat

6pm & 8pm
6pm & 8pm
6pm,7pm & 8pm
6pm,7pm & 8pm

@RisingSONSCork

€10 p/p including a guided beer
tasting (max 10 people per
group)
PREBOOK at
risingsonscork@gmail.com
or on
(021) 241 4764

//RisingSONSbrewery

